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Once there was young man named NEIL. He came to DORION BIBLE 
CAMP and felt very HAPPY. DORION BIBLE CAMP was his very favourite 
place. He really liked all the CAMPERS; he even liked some of the LADY 
COUNSELLORS. A few of the LADY COUNSELLORS even liked him, mainly 
because NEIL was not only HAPPY but BRAVE and never AFRAID. And one 
night at DBC NEIL proved just how BRAVE he was.

NEIL was in his little cabin, trying to SLEEP, when he heard a noise: it 
sounded like the CAMPERS PILLOWFIGHTING. How could he SLEEP with all 
that racket? NEIL was not HAPPY. He got out of bed, grabbed his big black 
flashlight and headed down the field. As he neared the girls’ cabins, he realized it 
wasn’t the CAMPERS who were PILLOWFIGHTING; it was the LADY 
COUNSELLORS. NEIL was now very unHAPPY! Where was Carol? There she 
was in the middle, leading the whole thing! Now NEIL was extremely unHAPPY! 
But before he could do anything about it, he heard a loud thudding noise. At first 
he thought it was the pillows or perhaps the unsupervised CAMPERS jumping 
around in their cabins instead of SLEEPing. But suddenly he saw it coming 
through the bush: GINGER THE CAT twelve feet tall! The LADY 
COUNSELLORS all screamed. They were so AFRAID! They’d never seen 
anything like this at DBC before.

GINGER jumped at Erin and swallowed her in one gulp. A couple of bites 
later and Paula was gone. By this time most of the LADY COUNSELLORS had 
even stopped PILLOWFIGHTING. What would NEIL do? He was very BRAVE 
but not particularly brilliant. But he really wanted to save the LADY 
COUNSELLORS and even some of the CAMPERS. Suddenly he had a brilliant 
inspiration: he ran back to his little cabin in the woods and got his TELESCOPE, 
you know, the TELESCOPE he used to use to teach Astronomy class. Now he was 
feeling very BRAVE! NEIL took the TELESCOPE, looked through the wrong end, 
as occasionally he had done in Astronomy class, but didn’t like to tell anyone. Now 
GINGER was very small. NEIL took his baby finger and bopped GINGER on the 
head. GINGER coughed and out came Erin and Paula, even though they were now 
kind of yukky. GINGER was so AFRAID of the BRAVE NEIL that he ran off into 
the woods never to be seen again. The LADY COUNSELLORS surrounded NEIL 
and smothered him with handshakes. The CAMPERS came out of their cabins to 
see what was happening and there was NEIL clutching his TELESCOPE being 
carried around by Carly and Julia. But they had to put him down as he was 
AFRAID of heights. Now everyone at DBC was HAPPY.

Meanwhile, in his hutch behind Elaine’s, Lapinsky was chewing on a 
radioactive carrot.


